Significance of the morphological patterns of electrograms recorded during ventricular fibrillation: an experimental study.
Mapping techniques are used to study the significance of the morphological patterns of the electrograms (EGMs) obtained during VF in an experimental model. In 24 isolated rabbit heart preparations recordings were made of activation during VF using a multiple electrode (121 unipolar electrodes) positioned on the lateral wall of the left ventricle. Three types of activation maps were selected: (A) with functional block of an activation front; (B) with epicardial breakthrough; and (C) with a single broad wavefront without block lines. The EGMs were classified as negative (Q), positive-negative with a predominance of the negative (rS) or positive wave (Rs), and positive (R). In 60 type A maps the morphology in the zone limiting the block line corresponded to an R wave in 55 (92%) cases and to Rs in 5 (8%) cases. In 67 type B maps, the EGM in the earliest activation zone most often showed Q wave morphology (48 [72%] cases), followed by rS (18 [27%] cases), and Rs morphology (1 [1%] case); in no case was R wave morphology seen. Finally, in 78 type C maps the morphology corresponded to a Q wave in 15 (19%) cases, rS in 38 (49%), Rs in 24 (31%), and R in a 1 (1%) case. The differences between the three types of maps were significant (P < 0.0001). Q wave EGM sensitivity for indicating the existence of an epicardial breakthrough pattern was 72%, with a specificity of 89%, and positive and negative predictive values of 76% and 87%, respectively. R wave EGM sensitivity for indicating the existence of conduction block was 92%, with a specificity of 99%, and positive and negative predictive values of 98% and 97%, respectively. R wave morphology is highly sensitive and specific for indicating conduction block. EGM recordings with initial positivity predominance are infrequent in the earliest activation zones of epicardial breakthrough during VF. The recording of the EGM with Q wave morphology indicates centrifugal activation from the explored zone.